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The pioneering results by Krasnosel’skii [20], Lions and Peetre [25], 
Persson [30], Krein and Petunin [21], and Hayakawa [ 183 have been 
followed recently by a new wave of papers in which the modern techniques 
in interpolation theory have been used to obtain new compactness results. 
The first paper in this direction, by Cobos, Edmunds, and Potter [7], 
described a new approach to Hayakawa’s theorem based on the 
K-functional. The J-functional approach was investigated by Cobos and 
Fernandez [8]. These papers also contain new compactness results for 
ordered couples (meaning that one space is continuously embedded in the 
other). 
The behaviour of compactness under Aronszajn-Gaghardo functors was 
first considered by Cobos and Peetre in [9]. They proved that if 
T:Ao+Bo and T:A,+B, are both compact, then T: F(A,, A,) + 
F(B,,, B,) is also compact. Here F stands for certain minimal (“orbit”) or 
maximal (“coorbit”) functors in the sense of Aronszajn and Gagliardo [ 11. 
Let us call theorems of this type “two-sided” results, since compactness 
in both T: A, + B, and T: A, + B, is required. 
If one of the couples is ordered, then Cobos and Peetre showed that the 
same conclusion holds even if it is merely assumed that T: A, + B, is 
compact and T: A, -+ B, is bounded (“one-sided” results). 
In particular, their results apply to the real method (giving back not only 
the results of [7, 83 but also new ones) and to the “+” method. 
Immediately after this paper, Cwikel [12] proved that a one-sided 
compactness theorem holds for the real method (without any ordering 
assumption on the couples). 
Other compactness results can be found in papers by Cobos: [S] (the 
locally convex case) and [6] (the nonlinear case). 
In the present paper, we establish a one-sided compact interpolation 
theorem in the case where the first couple is interpolated by certain 
minimal functors and the second by suitable maximal functors. 
As a first consequence, we obtain Cwikel’s theorem with an entirely new 
proof. In fact, Cwikel’s strategy was first to show that T: (A,, Al),,, -+ 
(4, B, ),.a is compact, and then to conclude the result by using 
Hayakawa’s theorem and the reiteration theorem. Nevertheless, we proceed 
here by means of the approach developed in [9] without using reiteration 
or any version of Hayakawa’s theorem. 
From our general result there follow as special cases a function 
parameter version of Cwikel’s theorem and a one-sided compactness result 
between the “+” method (see [29, 173) and Ovchinnikov’s b,-method 
[27]. When specializing this last result we obtain a one-sided compactness 
theorem for operators acting between Grlicz spaces. 
Next we turn our attention to the behaviour of compact operators under 
the complex method. This is clearly the main open problem in this subject. 
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Except for the classical results by Lions and Peetre [25] (where one of the 
couples reduces to a single space) and Persson [30] (where an approxima- 
tion condition is supposed on the second couple) no more is known about 
interpolation of compactness by this method. Recently Cwikel [ 121 proved 
that compactness can be extrapolated by the complex method, but in our 
opinion this result is very different from a one-sided compactness theorem. 
(We will come back to this result in the Appendix.) 
We show here that if the two couples are formed by Banach lattices of 
functions, then a one-sided compactness result is true for the complex 
method. 
Afterward we deal with the problem of interpolation of compactness in 
the multidimensional case. We consider only the J- and the K-method for 
N spaces and two parameters described in [lo]. These methods include 
(the first nontrivial case of) Sparr [31] and Fernandez [ 143 spaces. The N 
spaces should be thought as sitting on the vertices of a convex polygon I7. 
This question was studied earlier by Cobos and Peetre in [lo], where 
they obtained compactness results for the J- and the K-method assuming 
that all operators T: A, -+ B, are compact for 1 < j< N and assuming also 
a certain geometrical condition on the polygon l7. 
We investigate here the situation when the J- and the K-method are 
mixed, that is, when the interpolated operator is considered from a J-space 
into a K-space, and we show that compactness in just one of the restrictions 
T: Aj + B, is enough to guarantee that the interpolated operator is 
compact. Moreover, we do not need any geometrical condition on the 
polygon f7. In the process of deriving those results, we establish new 
estimates for the norms of interpolated operators and a reiteration property 
of the J- and the K-method. 
We close the paper with an appendix, where we return to the classical 
complex method to describe a new approach to Cwikel’s extrapolation 
theorem. The new proof is simpler than the original one and emphasizes 
the differences between this result and a one-sided compactness theorem. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section I we prove a compactness 
theorem for general functors assuming a certain approximation condition 
on both couples. In Section 2 we specify this result for the case where the 
first couple is interpolated by a minimal functor and the second one by a 
maximal functor. Then we do not need any approximation condition on 
the couples because we can shift the existing one on the spaces that define 
the functors. Applications to Banach lattices of functions are given in 
Section 3. In particular, we establish there the complex interpolation result. 
Section 4 is devoted to the multidimensional case. Finally, in the Appendix, 
we give a new approach to the complex extrapolation result. 
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1. A GENERAL ONE-SIDED COMPACTNESS THEOREM 
Let A=(A,, A,) and B= (B,. B,) be Banach couples. We define an 
operator T: 2 -+ B to be a linear operator from A, + A, into B, + B, such 
that the restriction to each A, is a bounded operator from A, into B, 
(i = 0, 1 ). We set 
II TII A.~=max(IITIIA,.~9 IITII.,.B,). 
A Banach space A is said to be an intermediate space with respect to the 
couple A if 
A,~A,GAGA,,+A, (continuous inclusions). 
In what follows p denotes a function p: (0, rrj) + (0. a:) such that p(f) 
increases from 0 to co, and p(r)/r decreases from cc to 0. We also assume 
that for every I > 0 
.y,(t) = s~P{p(wp(~)) 
IdDO 
is finite and that 
s,(f)=o(max(l, I}) as r+Oand f+ x. (1.1) 
(see [ 17, 161). We call such a p a funcfion parameter. The main example 
is p(r) = I”, where 0 < 0 < I. Then s,, = p. The interpolation methods with 
which we shall work are defined by means of a function parameter. 
Let F be an inferpolafion funcror of genus s,, that is, a procedure that 
associates to each Banach couple A an intermediate space F(J) in such a 
way that given any other Banach couple B and any operator T: A + B, the 
restriction of T to F(A) gives a bounded operator from F(A) to F(B) with 
II TII F~AI.I;(E~ G ~II~II~,,~.~,~ll~II~,,~,lII~II~,.~,~ (1.2) 
for some C independent of T. The following property of this kind of 
methods will be very useful in our later considerations: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let F be an interpolation funcfor of genus s,,, let 
A=(A,, A,), B=(B,, B,) be Banach couples, and let {T,},“=, he a 
sequence of operators with 
7,:A4B for n = I, 2, . . 
Assume that 
(i) su~,,.{llT,Il~~.~}=M<~ andlim,,,llT,II.,..,=Oor 
(ii) ~~p,~~{llT~ll~,.~,)=M<~ andlim,,,IIT,II,,,~=O. 
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Then 
Proof. First note that the function s, is submultiplicative, i.e., 
S,,(W) d s,(t) s,,(u). Moreover, if t d u, then 
s,,(t) G s,,(u) and s,,(u)/u d .~,,(tw. 
These inequalities follow easily, taking into account that p is increasing and 
p(r)/t decreasing. Hence in the situation (i) we have, using (1.2) and (1.1 ), 
~C~s,(lI~)s,,(IIT,ll,,.tl,)-‘O as n-,co. 
Similarly if we assume (ii) we obtain 
llT,Jl~(,m,~)~ ~ll~,II~,.,~,~ll~,ll~,.~,/II~~lla,,,~ 
sp( VII Trill Ao,~J --) o 
’ c’p(M) l/IIT,,II,,.Rg 
as n-+a. 1 
Other consequences of the norm estimate (1.2) are 
Il4lF(,?),< ~ll~ll,“~,~ll~ll~,lll~ll~,~~ aeA,nA, (1.3) 
and 
NC a) d Cs,,(f) lMl~(~)t UEF(2), t>o, (1.4) 
where C is a constant independent of u and f, and K(r, a) is the Peetre 
K-functional defined by 
Using estimates (1.3) and (1.4) one can check that the Lions-Peetre 
compactness theorem (see [25] or [3, 3.81) still holds for this class of 
interpolation functors. For later use we now state this result. 
LIONS-PEETRE LEMMA. Lxt F be an interpolation finctor of genus spr let 
A = (A,, A,) be a Bunuch couple, let B be a Bunuch space, and let T be a 
linear operator. 
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(i) If T: A0 + B is compact and T: A, + B is bounded, then 
T: F(A) + B is compact. 
(ii) If T: B + A, is compocr and T: B + A, is bounded, then 
T: B + F(l) is compact. 
Next we consider Banach couples satisfying the approximation 
hypothesis used in [9]. In the next section we show that when we are 
working with minimal and maximal functors the approximation hypothesis 
is not required because we can shift the existing one on the spaces that 
define the functor. 
We say that the couple A = (A,, A ,) satisfies the upproximarion condition 
(Ap) if there is a sequence { P,},X= , of linear operators from A, + A, into 
A, n A, and two other sequences {Q: } ,,CY , , {Q, } z= , of linear operators 
from A, + A, into A, + A, such that 
(I) They are uniformly bounded in A. 
SUP {lIPnIl,-,A. IIQ,’ IIA.A, IlQn II,-.a) < =. 
neN 
(II) The identity operator I on A, + A, can be written as 
I=P,+Q;: +Q,,, n = 1, 2. . . . . 
(III) For each n E N we have 
Q;:A”+A, and Qn :A, +A, 
and the sequence of norms 
{IIQ;ll 1” Ao.A, “=I* {IIQ; II ) 1 A,.A,, n= I 
tend to0asn-rz. 
Let A;‘ be the closure of A,n A, in Ai (i=O, 1) and put A”= (A,^, A;). 
For our compactness theorem we shall need the following consequence of 
(III) and (I) (see [9, Lemma 1.41): 
LEMMA 1.2. If A= (A,,, A, ) sufkfies (Ap) then 
II Q,, ali A” + 0 asn+cr,JoralluEA;; 
and 
IIQn+allA, -,o usn+cc,forulla~A~. 
Now we are ready to prove our general one-sided compactness theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let I= (A”, A,) and B = ( BO. B, ) he Banach couples 
safisf~Gng (Ap) and let T: I+ B with 
Then 
T: A, -+ B, compactly. 
T: F( 2” ) + F(B) is also compact. 
Here F is any interpolation functor of genus s,. 
Proof: Let (P,)~l19 {Q,T},F=,, {Q;}:i, (rev. {R,,}P=,, {Sn+f~=,, 
{S; fF= i) be the operators from condition (Ap) for the couple 2 (resp. B). 
The operator T: A -+ B can be decomposed as 
T=T(P,+Q,,++Q, )=TP,+TQ,++(R,+S,++S,)TQ, 
= TP, + R, TQn + TQ; + S; TQ, + S, TQ,. 
In order to show that 
T: F( 2.‘) -+ F(B) 
is compact, it sullices to check that: 
(1) For each positive integer n, both operators TP,, R, TQ; are 
compact (acting from F(A”) into F(B)). 
(2) The three sequences of norms l IITQ,’ IIF,A~).F~B,~~ 
i Its,+ TQ, II nz). F(B) ), {(IS; TQ; II,.JA..j,b-,BjJ converge to 0 as n + CO. 
To establish (1) we factorize TP, and R, TQ, by means of the diagrams 
/ 
A&+ B, 
P” 
F(A%A,,+A, 
\ P” 
A,2 B, 
and 
7-Q; A;---+B, 
R. 
\ 
/ 
B, n B, ci F(B). 
A;5 B, 
R” 
Hence the compactness of T: A, + B, and the Lions-Peetre lemma imply 
that TP, and R, TQ,’ are compact acting from F(A”) into F(B). 
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Let us now check (2). Consider first the sequence (S,+ TQn }. By (I) the 
operators {Q; } (resp. {S,’ )) are uniformly bounded on 1 (resp. B). So 
SUP { IIS; 7-Q” Il~g.~n) < cc. 
nE N 
On the other hand, the diagram 
holds and according to (III) 
lim IIQ; IIA,.A,, =O= lim II.S,‘IIBn.B,r n-m n- J 
thus 
IIW-Q;IL,,B, 6 IlQ,ll,,.,,ll~ll.,.s,II~,‘IIs,.~, -+O as n+oc. 
Therefore, applying Lemma 1.1. we obtain that 
Now take the sequence {S; TQ,, }. It is enough to show that 
IIS, TQ, II A,,.Bo + 0 as n+cc (1.5) 
because then we can argue as before, using that 
sup {IIS, TQn ll+d < = 
nrN 
and Lemma 1.1. 
Assume that (1.5) is not true. Then there are 1. > 0. a subsequence {n’}, 
and elements u,,. E A, n A, in the unit ball of A, such that 
II .S,, TQ,,. a,. II B. > 1. 
Since the sequence {Q”.u”.} is bounded in A,, the compactness of 
T: A, + B, yields that there is another subsequence { TQ; a,. } converging 
to some element b in B,. It follows that for n” sufficiently large 
II S,- bll tjn > W. (1.6) 
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But since { CI,,.. 1 c A, n A, we have ( rQ;,a,.,} c B, n B,. Consequently 
b = Jim TQ;,. a,,., E B;;. 
- % 
Now applying Lemma 1.2 we obtain 
lim S,,. h = 0, 
II” . / 
which contradicts ( 1.6). 
To finish the proof we must show that lim, _ 3c 11 TQ,’ II F(A,.i,F(Bi = 0. This 
can be done with the same argument as that in [9, Theorem 1.61. Indeed, 
first we check that lim, . . x !I TQ,’ 11 Ao,Bo - 0. If this were not the case, then 
we could find i. > 0, a subsequence {n’ }, and elements a,, in the unit ball 
of A, such that 
II TQt a,,,11 so + j. as n’+so. 
Since { Q~N”.} is bounded in A,, and T: A, -+ B, is compact, there is a 
subsequence { TQ&z,,-} of ( TQ ,,!an.} which converges to some b in B,. 
Hence llbll B. = i.. On the other hand, (III) implies that 
IITQ’~JLs,~ IIQ+~II~~,~,II~II~,,~~-)~ as n” + ,zz, 
so b = 0. It follows that i. = llbll B. = 0, which contradicts 2 > 0. 
Once we have that lim, . . z IITQ,’ I)Ad,BO = 0, we can obtain the result, 
again using Lemma 1.1. 
The proof is complete. 1 
2. COMPACTNESS AND ARONSZAJN-GAGLIARDO FUNCTORS 
Next we specialize the general one-sided compactness theorem to the 
case of Aronszajn-Gagliardo functors. We start by recalling the definitions 
of these interpolation methods in a form appropriate to our aim (see [9]). 
Let R= (X,,, X,) be a fixed Banach couple and let X be a fixed inter- 
mediate space with respect to 1. 
Given any Banach couple A= (A,, A,), we denote by %=%(I) the 
collection of all bounded linear operators S from the couple R to 2 having 
norm 
less than or equal to 1. 
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Now let W be any Banach space. We write I,[ W] = l,[%(l), W] to 
designate the Banach space of all absolutely summable families w  = { wSl of 
elements of W indexed by %. The norm of I, [ W] is given by 
If W=X,+X, and x={x~~}EI,[X~+X,], we put 
xx= c sx,. 
SE Y 
Note that XXE A,+ A,. 
The Aronszajn-Gagliardo minimal functor is defined by 
G(A) = G[X; X](A) = { a:aEAO+A,,3xeI,[X],a=Ax}. 
The space G(A) becomes a Banach space when endowed with the norm 
/a~~.,rl=inf( C llxsllX:a=~x}~ 
SE u 
To define the maximal functor, take another fixed Banach couple 
P= (Y,, Y,) and a fixed intermediate space Y with respect to Y. Given any 
Banach couple B= (B,, B,), put 
and let I, [ W] = I, [V(B), W] be the Banach space formed by all bounded 
families o = (uR) of elements of W with -Y as indexed set; the norm in 
f,[wl is 
IId /,[W] = sup IbRII w. Ill?*- 
Consider also the operator i: B,+ B, + I,[ Y,+ Y,] that associates to 
each b E B, + B, the family 
ib= {Rb},,, 
The Aronszajn-Gagliardo maximal functor is defined by 
H(B)=H[F Y](B)={~:~EB,+B,,~~EI,[Y]). 
The norm in this space is given by 
IlbllHcs,= llibll,,rrI=sup{ IIRbll,: RE^Y(@}. 
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Subsequently we assume that the functors G, H, and the couples 8, Y 
that define these functors, satisfy the following conditions: 
(C.1) G d H, i.e., G(A) 4 H(A) for any Banach couple A. 
(C.2) Either G or H is of genus s,. 
(C.3) The approximation hypothesis (Ap) is fulfilled by both couples 
Rand 9. 
(C.4) The intersection X,n X, is dense in X0 and in X,. i.e., X$ = X, 
and X;=X,. 
Now we are in a position to state our main compactness result: 
THEOREM 2. I. Assume that R. y, G, and H satisfy conditions (C. I ) to 
(C.4 ). Let A= (A,. A, ) and B = (B,, B, ) he any tbuo Banach couples, and let 
T: 1 -+ B with 
T: A, + B, compacti> 
Then 
T: G(A) + H(B) is also compact. 
Proqf: According to the definitions of the functors G and H we have 
that 
T: G(A) + H(B) is compact 
if and only if 
F= iTn: I, [X] + I, [ Y] is compact. 
The following diagram is useful: 
Both couples (I,[X,].f,[X,]) and (/,[ Y,,], l,[Y,]) satisfy the 
approximation hypothesis (Ap). Indeed, the operators (P, ). {Q; }, {Q, ) 
can be extended in a natural way from (X,, X,) to (/,[X,], f,[X,]) preserv- 
ing conditions (I) to (III), and the same happens with (I,[Y,].I[Y,]). 
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Moreover, it follows from (C.4) that I, [A’,]” = 1, [X,] for i = 0, 1. Therefore 
we can repeat the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.3 and obtain that 
~:G(~,[X,l,~,[X,l)-,H(~,[Y,l,~,[Y,l) 
is compact. 
By [9, Lemmata 2.1. 3.11, we know that 
I,CG(X,.X,)l4G(I,[X,l,I,CX,l) 
and 
moreover, clearly 
j,[Xl GI,[G(X,, X,)1 and ~rn,EW Y”, y, )I 4 1, [ Yl. 
Consequently, we conclude that 
i: I, [X] --, I, [ Y] is compact. 
This completes the proof. 1 
Observe that no approximation condition has been assumed on A or i?. 
Next we specify Theorem 2.1 for some concrete interpolation functors. 
Let I,, (I < q < cc ) and c0 be the usual spaces of doubly infinite scalar 
sequences and, for {w,) any positive sequence, define 1&o,) by 
4(~,)=~~~,1: bG,WJ 
and cO(w,) similarly. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Take 8=(1,,1,(2-‘)), X=l,(l/p(2’)), Y=(f,, 1,(2-l)), 
and Y = I,( l/p(2))). The resulting functors are (see [ 193) 
‘Xl,, I,(2 ‘): 4WpW)l(~) = &, 
the real method with a function parameter (realized as a J-space) (see 
[28, 16]), and 
HEI, > I,(2 -‘); 4ulP(wlm = &’ 
again the same method but now regarded as a K-space. 
Given any sequence 5 = {t,}, writing 
p,r = { . . . . 0. 5 “. . . . . 5 I, 50, ft,? .“, t,, 0, . ..}. 
9,‘4= {...,o,O,r”+,.5”+2.‘..}. 
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one can check that the approximation hypothesis (Ap) is satisfied by Band 
by Y. Conditions (C.l) and (C.4) are trivially fulfilled and (C.3) follows 
from [ 16, Theorem 2. I 1. 
For this example, Theorem 2.1 reads 
THEOREM 2.3. Let ,? = (A,,, A, ) and B = (B,, B, ) he Banach couples and 
let T: A+ B such that 
T: A, + B, compacr1.v. 
Then if p is a jiinction parameter and 1 < y 6 z, 
T: A,,,Y + BP.y is compact. 
In particular, for p(r) = r” (0 < 8 < 1 ), A,,, coincides with the classical 
real method A,, (see [25, 3, 321) and Theorem 2.3 gives Cwikel’s result 
mentioned in the Introduction. 
Recently Kruglyak [23] also obtained an extension of Cwikel’s theorem. 
Kruglak’s result works for K-spaces and the proof is based on the 
K-divisibility of the K-functional. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Now take 
x= (C”, C”(2 -‘I), x= I, (llp(2’)) 
and 
P= (I,, 1,(2 -‘)I, y=r,(uP(2')). 
Then we obtain (see [ 193) 
GCco. cot2 ‘I; I., (llp(2’))1(3 = (1. P >, 
the method introduced by Gustavsson and Peetre [ 173, and 
HII,, I,(2 ‘I; 4wPw)lm= H,(J) 
is Ovchinnikov’s d,-method (see [ 271). 
Again R and p fulfill (Ap) (take the same sequences of operators as 
those in Example 2.2) and clearly c0 n c,(2-1) is dense in c0 and in c,(2 ‘). 
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Furthermore, by [ 19, Theorem lo], (., p) < H,, and by [ 17, Proposi- 
tion 6.11, the functor (.. p) is of genus s,. 
Writing down Theorem 2.1 for this example we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A = (A,, A, ) und B = (B,, B, ) be Banach couples ond 
let T: A -+ B \c,ith 
T: A, + B, compactly. 
Then [f p is a function parameter, 
T: (A, p) + H,(B) is compact. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO BAKACH LAITICE~ OF FUNCTIONS 
In this section we work with Banach lattices of measurable functions on 
a a-finite measure space (Q, cc) (see, e.g., [33,24] 1. 
If E is a Banach lattice, the lattice dual E’ of E is defined as the 
collection of all measurable functions g on D such that 
IIgllE.=sup s, If(x) g(x)1 d,u(x): Ilfllr< I <CT; 
i 1 
Clearly E’ is a subspace of E*, the dual space of E. One can check that 
E’ = E* if and only if the norm of E is absolutely contionuous, i.e., for any 
f E E and any decreasing sequence of measurable sets { 0,) with empty 
intersection it follows that 
II X,&f II E + 0 as n-03 
In particular, if E is separable then E’ = E*. 
It is also known that E” = E if E has the Futou properry; that is, if for 
any bounded sequence { fn} in E such that f,,(x) -+ f(x) almost everywhere 
it follows that f E E and ]I f II E < !ir~ II frill E. 
Let J?= (E,, E,) be a couple of Banach lattice on Q and let p be a 
function parameter. We put 
its, t) = SP((l.7) 
and define &E,, E, ) as the collection of all measurable functions f such 
that 
If( = &lfo(x)L Ifi 
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for some f0 E E, and j; E E,. This space becomes a Banach lattice when 
endowed with the norm 
II.flldlE”.E,, = f{ in max(IlfollEo, ll./‘,lls,): 11‘1 =4IhA l.flJ3 
The most important case is p(f) = I” (0 < tl < 1). Then q5( E,, E, ) coincides 
with the space Eh-‘Ey of Calderon [4]. 
THEOREM 3. I. La E = (E,, E, ), P = ( Y,, Y, ) he couples q/ Bmwh 
lattices and 1e1 T: I? -+ F such that 
T: E, + Y,, is compacl. 
Then $ p is a finckm purumeter and t$(s. I) = sp( r/s), 
T: 4(E,, E,) + #( YJ, Y;‘) is also compact. 
Proof By Theorem 2.5. 
T: (E, p) ---* H,( Y) compactly. 
On the other hand (see [27, Lemmata 8.2.1, 8.5.11) 
4th. E,)c; <Ev P> 
and 
Therefore 
T:&E,, E,) -d(Yc;, Y;‘) 
is compact. 1 
Let us remark that $( Yg, Y;‘) = d( Y,,, Y,)” (see [26]). 
Next we specify Theorem 3.1 for the case of the complex method [4]. 
This method can be described as a minimal functor, namely 
G[FL,FL(Z ‘); FL(2-O’)](J) = [A,, A,],, 
where FL is the space of Fourier coefficients of Lebesgue integrable func- 
tions (see [ 191). But theorems in Sections 1 and 2 do not seem to apply 
to the complex method [we have not been able to find operators 
{P,}, {Qi }, {Q; } satisfying condition (I) to (III) for the couple 
(FL, FL(2 I))]. In fact, as we pointed out in the Introduction, the main 
open problem in this topic is whether there exists a one-sided compactness 
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theorem for the complex method. Our next result answers this question for 
couples of Banach lattices. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E = (E,, E,), P= ( Yo, Y,) be &much lattices of 
complex-oalued functions, let 0 < 8 < 1. and ler T: E + p with 
T: E, -+ Y, compactlv. 
If 
(i ) Y, or Y, has absolutely continuous norm or 
(ii) Y, and Y, hate the Farou property 
then 
T:[E,,E,],+[Y,, Y,],,iscompacr. 
Proof: Put &s, I) = .r’ -et*. Theorem 3.1 implies that 
TE’-eE+(y;-e 0 0 
. 0 Y, ) compactly. 
If Y. or Y, has absolutely continuous norm, it is not hard to check that 
Yb “Y’: also has absolutely continuous norm. Then Theorem 4.1.14 of 
[22] gives that 
Moreover 
Y:, “Y:‘= [Y,, Y,],. 
It follows that 
( Y:-eYy)‘= (Y:, “Yy)*. 
( Y;-OYy)” = (C Y,, Y,],“G [ Y,, Y,];*. 
Now taking into account that 
[E,,. E,],c; E;-eE: 
we obtain that 
T: [E,, E,10 --t [Y,, Y,]O+* compactly 
and this implies that 
T: [E,, E,], -+ [Y,, Y,], is compact. 
Assume now that we are in situation (ii). We have 
Y, = Y;; and Y, = r;. 
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so 
&Y;;, Y;‘)=&Y,, Y,). 
Applying Theorem 3.1 we obtain the compactness of 
T: [E,, E,lo+ Y:, “Y:‘. 
On the other hand, the norm in [Y,, Y,10 is the restriction of the norm of 
Y:-“Yy. This follows from [4, 13.6; 23. Consequently, we conclude that 
T: CL E,ln+ CY,, Y,l, 
is also compact. [ 
Note that condition (i) is fulfilled if at least one of the spaces Y,, or Y, 
is separable. 
We close this section with another consequence of Theorem 3.1, this time 
referring to Orlicz spaces. 
Let N(r) be an increasing convex function on [0, co) with N(0) = 0. By 
N -l(r) we denote the inverse function of N. The Orlicz space L,w consists 
of all measurable functions f on 52 such that 
s N(lf(x)l/l.) dp(x) < m D 
for some i. > 0. The norm of L,v is given by 
COROLLARY 3.3. LA (L,.,“, LN,), ( LMo, L,,) be couples of Orlicz spaces 
and let T: (LNO, LN,) -+ (LMo, L,,,,) such that 
T: L,, + L,w, is compact. 
Assume that p is a function parameter and put 
N--‘(r)=N,‘(r)p(N, ‘(r)/N, ‘(1)) 
and 
M ‘(1) = M, ‘(1) AM, ‘(f)lMi ‘(I)). 
Then 
T:LN-+LM is also compact. 
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Proof It is known (see [17, 271) that 
((L,“, LN,), P> = LN 
and 
H,(L,,, L&f,) =: &L&f0 Lb,, 1 = d(L,sf,, L&f,)” = L, 
Thus Theorem 3.1 (or Theorem 2.5) gives the result. 1 
4. COMPACTNESS AND ~NJER~OLATION OF SEVERAL BANACH SPACES 
This section is devoted to interpolation methods for N-tuples of Banach 
spaces. A number of methods of this kind have been investigated in the 
literature (in fact, as early as 1961, Foias and Lions [IS] gave an example 
of interpolation of more than two spaces). We consider here only the 
J- and the K-method described by Cobos and Peetre in [IO]. They are 
methods close to the classical real interpolation method but they have two 
parameters instead of one. The N spaces should be thought of as sitting on 
the vertices of a convex polygon I7 in the plane [w2. In the special case of 
the simplex we obtain the (first nontrivial case of) spaces introduced by 
Sparr [31], and in the case of the square we obtain those developed by 
Fernandez [ 141. 
The behaviour of compact operators under these methods was studied 
earlier by Cobos and Peetre [lo], who prove that if T: Aj + B, is compact 
,fnr rrlf I < j< N and f7 fulfills a certain geometrical condition, then com- 
pactness is preserved by the ./-method (resp. K-method). [Recall that in 
this multidimensional case, the J- and K-methods do not agree in general.] 
Here we study the case when both methods are mixed, and we show that 
compactness in jusf one of the operators 7‘: A, --) B, is enough to conclude 
that the interpolated operator is compact. Moreover, our techniques do not 
require any geometrical condition on the polygon l7. 
Let I7= P,P, ... P, be a convex polygon in the plane 68’. with vertices 
P, = (c,, w,). By a Banach N-tuple we mean a family I= {A,, . . . . A, 1 of N 
Banach spaces A, (1 <j< N) which are continuously embedded in a 
common HausdortT topological space. The space A, should be thought of 
as sitting on the vertex P,. 
We denote the inner product of R* by ( ., .). Given i= (I,, I,)E IF!‘, we 
define the K- and the J-functional (with respect to the polygon l7) by 
K(i,a)=K,,(i,a;A)=inf f e<~‘~)lla,[~+ 
i 
N 
: a = c a,, a, G A, 
,=I )‘I 
for aeZ(J)=A,+ . . . +A,, 
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and 
for d~d(A)=A,n ... CIA,~. 
Given any interior point 6 = (O,, 0,) of I7 [6 E Int n], and any 
1 6 q < co. the interpolation space 20,~:~ is defined as the set of all elements 
a~ Z(A) for which the norm 
llu/16.y,K = <LM2 (e ‘r.‘i)K(i, ~2))~ di) 
( 
1 4 
is finite. 
The space Jo.,:, is formed by all elements a E Z(A) which can be 
represented as 
a= r u(i) di .x2 
(4.1) 
with a strongly measurable d(A)-valued function satisfying 
(J 
n,(e- “.b)J(i,u(f)))4di 
> 
liY<x. 
The norm )Iu~[,~., in A,.,., is given by 
(4.2) 
)IUJI~.~,,= inf (C (‘.“)J(i, u(r)))‘di , 
where the infimum is taken over all representations u( 11 of a satisfying (4.1) 
and (4.2). 
Remark 4. I. Let R be the mapping defined by 
R(i)=x,+S(i), ifs Iw*, 
where X~E Rz and S is any isomorphism of R*. Then the K- and the J-space 
defined by means of I7 and 6 coincide (with equivalence of norms) with 
those defined by means of the polygon R(l7) = R( P, ). . . R( P,,,) and the 
interior point R(8). Indeed, we have 
K,,,,(i, a)= inf i 
i ’ 
e(‘.ro+S’P/‘)(I~,(lA,:~= f (I, 
/=I ,= I 
=e <1.aO) inf ,$, e(s*“‘~p~’ (Iu,JIA, : a = 2 a,} 
,=I 
= c~‘.*~>K,,(S*(~), a). 
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Here S* stands for the adjoint mapping of S. Hence, making a change of 
variables we obtain 
,,a,\ R((,),4;K = (s,> (e <i.R(B))KR(,&, 0))’di)“’ 
= ,iR2 (P( > 
I.4 <.Wi).~) j(,(S*(i), a))4 &- 
= (det SI-“411alla.,.~. 
For the J-space we can proceed similarly. 
Consequently, without loss of generality we may and do assume in rhe 
following that our convex polygon I7 = P, . . . P, is such that 
P, = (0, O), Pz=(l,O), P, = (0, 11, 
i.e., L7 has the form 
PN-, 
i 
_. ---.-- 
\ \ 
P,=(O, 1) \ \ \ 
P, = (0, 0) P,=(LO) 
Now take another Banach N-tuple B= {B,, . . . . B,}. By T: A -+ B we 
denote a linear operator from Z(A) into C(B) such that the restriction to 
each Aj defines a bounded operator from A, into Ej (1 <i< N). We set 
II TII ~.~=max{IlTIl,,..,, . . . . IIYIAU.RNJ. 
If 0 E Int I7 and 1 i q < cc, one can easily check that 
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and 
are bounded operators, with their norms less than or equal to IITI(~J. 
Moreover, by [lo, Theorem 1.33, we know that 
Thus 
is bounded and 
Our next aim is to establish a sharper norm estimate. For this we need the 
following auxiliary result: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let I7 = P, . PN he a convex polygon and 0 E Int l7. Then 
there exist a, , . . . . a,,, ZI 0 such thut 
and 
Proof. We adopt the notation from the picture 
Clearly for every j there exists j?, E (0, I ) such that 
O=fljPj+(l -/?,)P,. 
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Moreover P; is a convex combination of at most two other points from the 
set {P, : 1 6 r # j Q N}. Averaging over all j gives 
o=; f p,p,+; i (1 -/3,)C J-1 I-1 
= f r,P,, 
/= I 
where r,2/?,/N>O and I:=, r,= 1. 1 
NOW we are ready to prove the announced norm estimate, which will be 
crucial for our further results. 
THEOREM 4.3. Ler Il = P, . . e P, he a convex polygon, let 6 E Int II and 
I < y < XI. There are constants y > 0 and 0 < T < 1, depending only on I7 and 
6, such that for any Banach N-tuples 2 = (A,, . . . . AN}, B = {B,, . . . . EN} and 
any operator T: A-+ B we have 
where 
M = , ,“,is, { II TII A+, 1 and . . M= ,7,yN WI,,.B,I~ . . 
Proof: Let aEA8 ,*., with llall~.,., < 1. There is a representation of a, 
with 
a= 
f 
u( I-) di, 
Rl 
I 
(e -cr.6>J(i, u(i)))” di6 1. 
x? 
For j= I, . . . . N, set M, = II TII A,.B,. For every SE R2 we have 
K(f, Ta) < I Rl K(S, Tu(f]) di 
G f 
min 
Rj IS/SN 
{ e<‘.‘j)Mj Ilu(fIll,,,} di 
< I min {e RI ILJSN <j - ‘.‘J>M,} J( i, u(i) ) di 
= 
f min {e RI LSJSN 
(‘sP/>M,} J(S - i, u(s - i)) di. 
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This estimate implies that 
(J > 
I/y 
X (e cs ‘.“>J(s - i, u(S- i)))’ di di 
682 
In order to estimate the last integral, recall that 6 E Int I7 so we can find 
E>O such that 
for each of the four vectors d = ( + 1, f 1): 
By Lemma 4.2, there are r,(d) > 0 with 
i u,(d)= 1 and t?+d= i cz,(d)P,. 
,= I /=I 
Put 
r=min{crj(d): l<j<N,d=(fl, fl)}. 
Clearly T > 0. On the other hand, the inequality 
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holds. Here 
s,,p,>o(l~j~N) with 2 j?,= I. 
Hence, we can estimate the integrand from above by 
.N 
For the product we have 
= @id> ,fi, M:,(d). 
where we have estimated each factor by 1 except for that when 
M,=m=min, SkS,V{ IITIIAI.B~}. Here we used that 
( Mj/M)y’d’ < (m/M)’ 
because 
M,IM Q I  and a,(d) > T. 
Now taking the minimum over all d= (If: 1, + 1) we obtain (for i= (t,, I,)) 
that 
Finally, calling 7 =4/s* and taking supremum over all ~EJ~,,;~ with 
I/Ull(jqEl < 1, we arrive at 
II TII ,T~,~.,.B~.~.~ < WM’ r. I 
As a direct consequence we obtain 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let n= P, ... P,W he a convex polygon, let 6 E Int n, 
1 <~,<cD, and let A= (A ,,..., Ah.} he a Banach N-tuple. There are 
constants 7 > 0 and 0 < r < I, such that for any a E A(A) we have 
where 
m = , yj:,v 1 llail A, 1 and M= ,F;:N Wlla,). . . 
Proof Let R = { ft6, . . . . ft6 } be the N-tuple formed by N copies of the 
scalar held ft6 (= R or C). Given a E A(I) define T: R + A by Ti = %a. 
Obviously 
Moreover 
II TII K.A, = Ikli ,4, (1 <jG N). 
U-Q,:, = K 
Therefore, Theorem 4.3 yields 
(equivalent norms). 
Ilall~q.KGjlmrM’-r. 1 . . 
Now we are in a position to establish the following Lions-Peetre-type 
results: 
~OPosrTIoN 4.5. Let l7= P, ... P,V be a convex polygon, 6~ Int II, and 
let I 6 q < 00. Assume that B= (B,, . . . . B,} is a Banach N-tuple, that A is 
a Banach space, and that T is a linear operator. I f  
T: A + B, is bounded for all 1 6 j d N, 
and for some j, say j = 1, 
T: A + B, is compact 
then 
is compact as well. 
Proof Let (a,) be any bounded sequence in A. Since T: A -+ B, is 
compact, there is a subsequence (Ta,.) of (Ta,) which converges in B,. Let 
us show that (Ta,,) is also convergent in Bo.~;~. 
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Put 
L = max { II Tu,ll B, :nEN. I <j<N}. 
Given any E > 0, there exists k E N such that for all n’, m’ k k we have 
lITa,.-- Tu,&,G(&Ij’(2L) r)‘;r, 
where ; and T are the constants from Corollary 4.4. Hence, by the 
corollary, we obtain 
II Tu,, - T~,,.Ilti.~.~ G Y(, y,i:, { II To,, - T~,.ll~,} )‘@L) ’ 
. . 
d y(c/;,(2L)’ ‘)(2L)’ T = E. 
This gives the result. 1 
Proposition 4.5 improves [ 10, Corollary 4.41, where compactness of 
T: A + B, was assumed for all but two j’s. 
For the “dual” situation where all B,‘s reduce to a single Banach space, 
we have the following result, which improves [ 10, Corollary 4.21: 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Ler II= P, ... PN he a contiex polygon, let 8 E Int l7, 
und let I < y < CC. Assume that A = {A,, . . . . A y} is a Bunuch N-tuple, that 
B is a Banuch space, and that T is a linear operator. I’ 
T: A, + R is bounded for all I < j < N, 
and for some j, say j = 1, 
T: A, --, B is compact 
then 
T: Ati,,., + B 
is also compact. 
Proof. Set 
Given any 0 -z p < M, define a norm on Z(A) by 
lMl=inf plla,ll,,+M i llqllA,:a= i 
I=2 /=I 
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We claim that there are constants 7 > 0 and 0 < T < 1. independent of p and 
M, such that for all a E Ati,,,, we have 
II4 6 ;‘prM’ r Il~ll,i,,.,. (4.3) 
Indeed, given any a E A,,,,,,. using the Hahn-Banach theorem we can find 
a bounded functional f~ (Z(A))* such that 
and 
If/II A; < P, 1I.f II A; d M for 26j6N. 
According to Theorem 4.3, the restriction of p to Ad,y., is also a bounded 
functional with 
II4 = If( Q W’M’ r ll4lo.,.J. 
In order to prove that 
T: A,,,,,,, + B 
is compact, we show that given c > 0 there exists a finite subset { 6r}: _ , of 
B such that 
For this purpose choose 0 < PC M with 
Since T: A, + B is compact, there is a finite subset {h,}:= , c B such that 
sup {,yj:, {Il~~-~,llL3))~P. (4.4) 
lDll,4, d I - - 
Given any UE Ad.,., with IIuII~,~., < I, using (4.3) we can find a representa- 
tion a = x,“=, a,, a, E A, (1 < j < N) such that 
N 
Il~,Il.,ehwPc)‘-’ and c Ilq A, 6 Y(PlM)‘. 
I=2 
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Define 
8, = Y(MlP)’ ‘b,, l<fdS. 
By (4.4). we can choose r such that 
IITU, -h,llrr<‘/l%P’. 
Therefore, 
This shows that the set (6,): =, has the desired property and concludes the 
proof. 1 
To pass from these Lions-Peetre-type results to a general one-sided 
compactness theorem, we need a kind of reiteration result, combining 
the classical real method for couples with the J- and the K-method for 
N-tuples. 
THEOREM 4.1. L.el ll= P, ... P, be u convex polygon, 6 E Int II, and 
1 < q d CC. Assume that A = f A,, . . . . AN } is a Bunuch N-ruple, 0 < r < 1, 
1 ,<q,< 3oforj= I, . . . . N, and define the N-tuple 
2” = (A;, . . . . A;} 
b, 
A; = (A 11 A,Ly,. j = 1, . . . . N. 
Then we have with continuous embeddings 
Ll.q:I 4 4.q.J 
and 
%.q.K4 &L&K. 
ProoJ First we show that A38.y., is continuously embedded in A:.,:,. 
Given any in R2 and any 
u~d(A)= fi A,G fi (A,, A,),.,=d(A”) 
J-1 , I 
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we have 
But P, = (0,O) (see Remark 4.1) and so 
ll4,4, GJ(h a; ‘0 
Hence, 
J( i, a; A”) < CJ( i/a, a; 2). 
Given any a E A,G,~;~ and any E > 0, find a representation 
such that 
a= 
5 R2 
u(i) di 
l/9 
(@) J( i, u(i); A))9 di 
> 
G (1 + 8) llall A&,,’ 
Set 
We still have 
ii(r) =-$ u(i/a). 
a= 
I Iw* 
ii(i) di 
and using estimate (4.5) we obtain 
> 
l/o 
<S> .I( i, ii(i); A’1))9 di 
> 
119 
= ct12(l/9- 1) (Kae> J(S, u(S); A))9 UT.? 
(4.5) 
This proves the first assertion. 
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To establish the other assertion take any in R* and any 
UEZ(Aa)= f (Al,Aj)E,q,E $ (A,+Aj)=C(A). 
j= 1 j= I 
Given any E > 0, we can find a representation 
and 
N 
a= 1 aj with aj~A~=(AI,Aj)m,q, 
j=l 
5 etacp/> llujll A; G (1 + E) K(ai, a; A’). 
j=l 
Moreover, since 
Ai*4 tA13 Aj)ct,m (1 <j<N), 
for j = 2, . . . . N, there are bj E A, and cj E Aj such that aj = bj + cj and 
~lbjllR,+e’t~‘Ilcjlla,bC(l+&)e<~~~)~~ujllA; 
Setting 
cl=a,+ 5 bj 
j=2 
we obtain a representation of a as 
N 
a= C cj, where CUE Aj (1 <j< N) 
j=l 
and therefore 
K(I, a; A) Ez g eci,e) IIcjIIA, 
j=l 
d lla~lla, + f IlbjllA, + t ecie) llcjll A, 
j=2 j=2 
<c(l+E) 5 
j= I 
e<Ori,c> Ilujlla; 
G C( 1 + &)*K(Lzi, a; A”). 
Letting E + 0 we obtain 
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This implies 
(r.zH) K( i, a; A))” di 
> 
I:4 
> 
I.‘y 
<C te -- (zr-o) K(ai, u; A”))4 di & 
> 
I:4 
= C* z’y (e-(J.e) K(S, a; A’))” d.? . 
The proof is complete. 1 
Now we are prepared to prove the one-sided compactness theorem for 
N-tuples. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let II= P, ... P, be a contjex polygon, let 0 E Int Il and 
1 < y d 0~. Assume that A = {A,, . . . . A,v} and B= {B, , . . . . BN} are Bunuch 
N-tuples, and that T: I+ B is a linear operator such that for one j, suy J’,, 
Then 
is compact. 
T: A, -+ B,, compactly. 
r Afjy;J -+ l&j& 
ProoJ: First note that according to Remark 4.1, we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that j, = 1 and that the polygon I7 is such that 
P, = (0, 01, P,=(LO), P, = (0, 1 ), 
Since 6~ Int l7, we can find 0 <a < 1 such that q = (l/a)6 is still an 
interior point of I7. Let 
A,” = (A, 3 A,),, I 9 B;=(B,, B,),., (1 <j< NJ. 
By Cwikel’s result [ 123 (or by Theorem 2.3) 
EAT-B; 
is compact for every j= 1, . . . . N. Moreover, applying Theorem 4.7, we have 
the commutative diagram 
I‘ - AK,., - 4i.q:~ 
J A-? T jj” 
‘I.4.J ‘I.4.K 
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So, in order to prove the compactness of T as operator from 10,~;~ into . . 
BB.ycK tt IS enough to show that 
T: J;,,:J + && is compact. 
In other words, we can (and do) assume without loss of generality, that 
T: A, -+ B, compactly, for all j = 1, . . . . N. 
(If this is not satisfied, then we simply pass from A, to A:, from B, to By, 
and from 0 to q.) 
Next consider the N-tuple 
i, = {f,(2- <‘.‘I’), . . . . /,(2-w\))}, 
where for 1 <j< N 
and let us introduce on i, families of operators { Pr’jFC ,, r = 0, 1, . . . . 4, 
satisfying conditions of the type used in the approximation hypothesis (Ap) 
of Section 1. 
Set 
o~“‘={s=(m,n)~~Z:~m~<k,I,I<k}, 
Q~‘)={V=(m,n)~Z~:rn~ -k,Inl<k}, 
SZ~2’={v=(m,n)~Z2:m~k,Inl<k}, 
Q~3’={~=(m,n)~Z2:n< -k}, 
Q~4’={~=(m,n)~Z2:n>/k}. 
For each k, the set { sZ~‘}~=, is a partition of h2, 
Now define 
where 
if ?~a:’ 
otherwise. 
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These operators satisfy the following conditions: 
(I’) They are uniformly bounded in i,, 
sup{IIP:l’ll&J, :kEN,O<r<4}= 1. 
(II’) The identity operator I on C(i,) can be written as 
I= i PY’, k = 1, 2, . . . 
r-0 
(III’) For each k E N we have 
Pi’! I,(2 <v.P:>) ~ /,(2 --<kPl>) 
pi2’: /,(2 <\‘.Pl>)~f1(2.-<~.Pz,) 
pi3’: /,(y<‘.P,\>) .+/,(2- <Lrl)) 
Pp’: I,(2 (KPI)) + /,(2 (KP)) 
and their norms are equal to 2 ‘. 
(IV’) For each k E N, 
Pi”‘: L(f,) + A(&). 
To check condition (III’) remember that 
P, = (0, Oh P,=(l,O), P, = (0, 1). 
The other conditions are trivially fulfilled. 
Now let 
and given any Banach space W, denote by I, [ W] the Banach space of all 
absolutely summable families { wS} of elements of W indexed by %. Using 
the description of the J-method as an Aronszajn-Gagliardo minimal 
functor (see [ 10, Theorem 3.33) we may assume without loss of generality 
that 
A, = I,[/,(2 “‘,q”)], 1 <j<N. 
The operators Pjl’ can be extended in a natural way to the N-tuple 2, and 
the new maps (denoted by the same letters) still fulfill conditions (I’) to 
(IV’). 
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Let us proceed to show that 
T: J(i.y;, -9 Be.yzK compactly. 
By (IV’), we know that 
=(A) e’ - d(A) L 4j-Q - b.,:K. 
In addition 
TPjp’: A, + B, 
is compact for all 1 ,< j< N. Hence Proposition 4.6 implies that 
TPL”: A- U q J + &.y:K . . 
is also compact for all k = I, 2, . . . . 
According to (II’), 
T- TPL” = 2 TPf’. 
,= I 
Thus, to finish the proof, it is enough to show that for r = 1, . . . . 4 
II TPi”II - Ao.p.~.&.q.~ -+ ’ as k-co. (4.6) 
Let us check it for r = 1; the other cases can be treated analogously. 
Assume that (4.6) does not hold for r = 1. By (I’), 
sup{ IITPi”II;I.B: k= 1, 2, . ..} <SG, 
hence Theorem 4.3 implies that { 11 TP:“)( .,.,,} does not tend to zero. Then 
there are E > 0 and a subsequence { TPI!‘} of { TPP’} such that 
II TP:!‘II Az,Bz 2 & for all k’. 
So there exists {ak,} c A*, I(uk,IlA2 d I, such that 
II TPi!‘a,~Il B1 2 42 for all k’. 
Since { P~!‘u,,} is a bounded sequence in A,, and T: AZ -+ B, is compact, 
we can find a subsequence { TPj),‘a,,.} which is convergent in B, to some 
h E B,. It follows that llbll B2 2 s/2. On the other hand, (III’) gives that 
IIP~!)IlA2.AI -0 as k”-+a. 
Therefore, the sequence { TPi’..‘a,.} tends to zero in B,. Consequently 
b = 0, which contradicts llbll B2 2 s/2. The proof is complete. 1 
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Theorem 4.8 improves [IO, Corollary 6.21, where the same conclusion 
was obtained under additional assumptions on the polygon fZ and the 
operator T. 
5. APPENDIX 
In this last section we describe a new approach to the complex 
extrapolation theorem for compact operators due to Cwikel [12]. We feel 
that our techniques are simpler than those used by Cwikel. Moreover, they 
highlight the difference between this result and a one-sided compactness 
theorem. 
As we said in Section 3, the complex interpolation method can be 
described as the minima1 Aronszajn-Gagliardo functor associated to the 
couple (FL, FL(2-I)) and the intermediate space FL(2--“). But for our 
purposes it will be useful to recall the original definition (see [4, 31). 
Given a Banach couple 2 = (A,, A,), let .9(l) be the collection of all 
functions ,/ from the closed strip S = { 2 E @ : 0 6 Rez d I } into L+(A) such 
that 
(i) f is continuous on S and analytic on the interior of S; 
(ii) the functions I -.f’(j + it) (i= 0, 1) are continuous from [w into 
Aj and tend to zero as 111 + cc. 
The set 9(I) becomes a Banach space when normed by 
11fL = maxisup Ilf(ifNl AoT SUP Ilf(l + if)ll A, 1. 
For O<O< 1, the space Jr”,= [A,,, A,], is defined as all those adz 
such that a=f(fI) for someSE9(A). The norm of Ire, is 
Ml co3 = inf{ llfll.~ : f(Q = 4 fE.F(J)}. 
For the proof of the extrapolation theorem we shall need two auxiliary 
results. Remember that the Poisson kernels for the strip S are given by 
P,(s+ir, 5)= 
e ‘(’ ” sin 7r.r 
sin27rS+ [cosns-e”“+““-“]2’ 
j=O, 1. 
Our next lemma is an easy modification of a result of Calderon [4] (see 
also [ 223 ). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A= (A,, A,) be a Banach couple, and let {f,,}c=, be a 
bounded sequence in F(A). If there is a measurable subset E of R of 
Lebesgue measure IEl > 0 such that f f,,(ir)},“= , converges in A,, for all t E E, 
then (f,(0)jF=, is convergent in Ace, for alIO<ll< 1. 
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Proof The set E can be supposed to be of Iinite measure. Moreover, 
according to Egoroff’s theorem, we may assume that (fn} converges 
uniformly on E. Hence, given any E > 0 there is k E N such that n, m > k 
implies 
IIf;, -fm(ifHA,~~ for all I E E. 
Using a classical estimate of complex interpolation theory [4, 9.4(i)], we 
have 
s i P,(B, f) log E dt + log(2L E 
where 
~=WIIfnlI., :nc 
Next observe that 
f’,W, 1) &
! N}. 
I x P,(&f)dr=l-8, I= P,(t), 1) df = e x x 
and that 
P,(8, 1) Gcemn”‘, P,(t), f)< ce-“‘I, 
where c is a constant depending on 0. Thus 
log Il.L(@ -.Lm(~)ll [O] < c 1 El log & + log( 2L). 
It follows that 
IMR -.Lm(~)ll [O] 1 < 2L&C”’ for n,m>k, 
which shows that {f,,(0)} is convergent in A[(,,. 1 
The heart of the proof is contained in 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that A = (A,, A I ), B = (B,, B, ) are Banach couples, 
thatO<O,<l,andfhaf T:A-+Bwifh 
- 
T: A yeo, + Z(s) compactly. 
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Then given any bounded sequence {f, } ,“;= , in 9(A), there exists a 
subsequence { f,,, } such that the sequence of functions .from R ro L(B) given 
b.J 
( f -+ Tf,,.( 0, + it) ) 
is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of W. 
Prooj: Let 
It follows from the definition of the complex interpolation method that for 
any t~lw and neN 
Usmg the compactness of T: Are,,, + C(B), we can find a compact subset K 
of C(B) such that the image of 
h,(r) = rS,(& + it), telR 
is contained in K for all n E N. 
Next we show that {hn};,, , c C(W, K) is equicontinuous on R. The 
functions h,: R! + Z(B) can be written in terms of the Poisson kernels as 
h,,(s) = fL T/,(ir) P,(8, + is, f) dt 
- .. 7. 
I 
1 
+ Tl,( I + it) P,(O, + is, r) dt. 
-x 
Observing that 
f P,(H,+is, I) <ce nl’ ‘I, 
where c is a constant depending on 8,, we obtain 
Il~~~.~~ll~,~~~~IITII~.~ 
[!’ 
II_ Ilfn(i~)lla,e-““-” df 
+ iNi Ilf,( 1 + ir)ll,, e -‘I’-” dt] 
G 2cL II VI ,a. dn. 
Thus {h, } ,“- , is an equicontinuous sequence in C( R, K). 
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Applying the Arzela-Ascoli theorem (see, e.g., [ 13]), we conclude that 
there is a subsequence {II,,.} of {h,} which is uniformly convergent on 
compact subsets of R. 1 
Now we are ready to establish the extrapolation theorem for compact 
operators: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A= (A,, A,), B= (B,, B,) be Banach couples and let 
T: A + B. If for some 0 c 0, -C 1 
- 
T: Aye,,, -+ BLn,, is compact, 
then 
is compact for all 0, 0 < 9 < 1. 
Proof Assume 8, < 8 < 1; the case 0 < 8 < 8, is identical. Take any 
sequence {a,,}:= r c AreI with llanllro, < 1 for n = 1,2, . . . . We must show 
that { Ta,}F= , has a subsequence converging in Bco,. By definition of Ato,, 
there exists 
f,EF(J) with f,(O) = a,, and )I fnjls 6 1 for n = 1, 2, . . . 
Applying Lemma 5.2, we can find a subsequence {n’} and a function 
h E C( R, Z(B)) such that the sequence 
h,,.( t ) = Tfn,( 8, + it) 
converges to h uniformly on compact subsets of R’. In particular, for every 
tE[W we have 
lim Tf,,(f+,+it)=h(t) in Z( I?). 
n’ - 7) 
But the compactness of T: Aceo3 + BcoO, implies that every subsequence of 
UL~(~o+W h as a subsequence converging in Bcoo3. By compatibility 
the limit must always be h(t), so that for every t E R! the whole sequence 
{ TS,,(O, + it)} converges to h(t) in I?,,, . 
Now define functions gn. from the strip S to Z(B) by 
g,,(z) = ~a( 1 - e,)z + 44. 
As we have just shown, { g,,(it)} converges in Br,,,, for all t E R. On the 
other hand, (g,,,} c.F(B,,,, B,) with 
Il~n~ll;~~~~~,,l.~,~~ Il?‘fn~ll.~,~,G IITlI.m 
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Hence, according to Lemma 5.1, we obtain that {g,,,(rl)} is convergent in 
CD Ce03, B, 1, for all rt E (0, I ). Taking 9 = (0 - fI,)/( 1 - 8,,), we obtain 
x,,drl) = Ta,,, for all n’. 
Moreover, by the reiteration theorem [I I], 
CR /0,]3 B,l,,= &O]. 
Consequently ( TA,,.} is convergent in B,,,, completing the proof. 1 
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